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The Town Council Is Playing With Fire
The Town is Playing with Fire
In the month of April, the single most important topic for
the Town Council was the Funding of the Brownsburg Fire
Territory. This issue started back in July of 2013 when the Fire
Territory first proposed the
notion of a fixed percentage
of CAGIT revenues from the
Town of Brownsburg and after
much negotiation a seemingly
fair recommendation based on
7 years of data that the parties
involved had all agreed to honor
was presented the Council. You
would think that if the people
closest to the problem all agree
that getting a “yes” vote at Town
Council would be easy not so in
Brownsburg.

was converted to the Brownsburg Fire
Territory picking up responsibility for the unincorporated areas
of Brown and Lincoln Township as well as serving the Town.
Up until 1995, the Town was responsible for 100% funding of
the Fire Department. After the
change, portion of the property
taxes for all property owners
in Brownsburg and Brown and
Lincoln Townships goes to the
Territory. However, these funds
do not cover the entire budget,
so the State allows the Fire
Territory to receive a portion
of the CAGIT revenues that are
given to Brownsburg each year.
Historically, these funds have
covered approximately 30% of
the Territory’s budget.-ed.)

Let’s turn the clocks back to
when it all began, April 10th
Town council meeting, Council
member Dave Richardson
who also served on the Fire
Territory Executive Board
brought Resolution #2014-10
- A Resolution Establishing a
Fixed Percentage Distribution of
County Adjusted Gross Income
Tax (CAGIT) Revenues to the
Brownsburg Fire Territory before
the Town Council for their
consideration and approval.

Dave Richardson read a well
thought out prepared statement
which in layman’s terms laid out
the reasoning for the resolution.
Dave said that everyone pays
the county tax, sent to the state,
then returned in some portion
back to the taxing entities for
distribution. Currently, the
amount of CAGIT revenues
given to the Fire Territory is a
very complex calculation based
on property size and values that
is completed in about January and February each year. Because
it is not a set amount, it makes
it difficult to make an accurate
... continued on page 4

(A little history: In 1995, the Brownsburg Fire Department
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

They who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety - Benjamin Franklin
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04/24 Town Council Citizen Comments
Kurt Disser provided a Fight Against Brownsburg Annexation update. Kurt brought to the council’s attention the expenses noted in
agenda item 05.03 - Consent Items Claims Docket 04-24-2013 Claims page 7.

Brownsburg Sentinel Readers-Over the last couple of years, there has been a lack of accountability by our public officials in Brownsburg
born out of the absence of an independent investigative press. Lacking accountability emboldens our
government servents to believe they are beyond reproach, free to follow their own agendas, leading them to
believe the public cares little for “details of the inter-workings of government”.
Nothing is further from the truth.
A prime example was at the Town Council meeting on April 10, 2014:
Brownsburg Town Council members Ashley Hobbs, Rob Kendall, and Gary Hood are literally “playing with
fire” potentially placing public safety in a precarious position.... In brief, Rob, Ashley, and Gary voted to
table a proposal tendered by Town Council member David Richardson (unanimously agreed to by all parties
closest to the issues up to this point) , to stabilize a revenue stream directed to pay a portion of the operating
expenses of the Brownsburg Fire Territory. Nine months have passed since this issue was brought before
the Brownsburg town council, even those who voted to table the ordinance, were unable to explain how
they would use the two week delay to resolve the matter. My speech given to the Brownsburg Town Council
Thursday April 10th, 2014 says it all.
The lack of decisive government action on a matter as important as the stabilizing of funding public safety is
significant. The town’s one-sided public communications on many matters breeds suspicion of our officials,
and distrust of other media outlets charged with the duty of public oversight. Inaction by area residents has
resulted in the misguided conduct of town government everyone witnessed April 10th, 2014.
This newspaper was born out of necessity, please help the Brownsburg Sentinel hold our elected, hired, and
appointed government officials to account. Unchecked, their ineffectiveness has boiled over to the point of
potentially weakening delivery of public safety services.

Kurt questioned the payment in full of a bill submitted by the
Town attorney’s KGR totaling 82,371.51 described as 2013 Annexation
Matters. Legal fees which occurred in 2013, yet were accepted and
paid from funds budgeted for use in the second quarter of 2014. Why
was this expense not questioned, he asked, how many more billings
of this type is the town willing to pay? Is someone monitoring and
questioning these expenses?
More alarming were his statement that “the total amount
budgeted for 444.01.31 fund is $30,000 for the entire year of 2014,
you are now over budget in this fund by greater than $50,000. This is
only April, how many other funds are you going planning to go over
budget?”
Lastly, henoted the mysterious disappearance of this very
information from the town’s website, as at onetime it was available to
the public and now has vanished without a trace. It was his opinion
this was an attempt by the town to hide the budget overages from
the residents of Brownsburg.Kurt asked the town for an explanation
regarding these matters. The reader can visit their website www.
noannexbrownsburg.com for more details.
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budget for the Fire Territory. Since the dollar amount fluctuates each year, the Fire Territory Executive board in

continued from pg 1 partnership with UMBAUGH, the recognized leader in assisting various government entities across the Midwest’s

with navigating the budgeting process, decided to see if they could propose a set percentage of CAGIT revenue.
After collection and analysis of 7 years of data, an overall average of 50/50 split of CAGIT revenues between the Town and the Fire Territory
emerged. In partnership with UMBAUGH, the fire township executive board voted unanimously to propose the 50/50 split. This simple
fact supported premise gave birth to the proposal which Dave requested everyone approve. Thus, helping all involved to come to grips with
this very complex issue of assisting the fire chief to prepare a more precise and accurate budget while increasing transparency and improving
efficiencies between all parties involved.
David Richardson also warned continued budget shortfalls over time may negatively impact public safety as the Town continues to expand.
David Richardson said “As the town grows, and more and more businesses are established, as more homes are built and/or move here as we
annex more and more, the territories responsibilities grow as well, run numbers go up every year. And yet the next chart shows the territories
beginning to lose revenues. The territories overall budget has been shrinking a reduction totaling nearly 1 million dollars in the last 4 years
alone. And projections are, it will continue to shrink... With guidance from our experienced partner UMBAUGH, we project the Fire Territory
will lose 4.5 million dollars in revenue due the circuit breaker (tax caps). Decreases in other sources of revenue, plus projected increases in
expenses as annexed areas come online and other expenses are incurred are projected to cost the Territory another $143,000 projected through
the same time period. I’ve not added these numbers up, but the budget shortfalls are beginning to pile up. “
David Richardson continued “If the downward trend continues, we are talking bodies, already understaffed, we have already had to lay off fire
fighters and medics, we already have equipment that is manned by three firefighters than the required four..... we have the same situation where
the same fire fighter is assigned to two pieces of equipment, which may sound good, but if one goes out on a run the other is taken off line as
unavailable, not a good idea. Chief Brown and his fire fighters to a remarkable and commendable job serving this community... With all that
being said I respectively recommend we approve this one small measure, and it is in the great scheme of things a small measure to stabilize
a revenue stream. They don’t want to make any more money than they are making, and they don’t want to make any less, they just want to
stabilize a revenue stream. So that the Chief and his staff can put their budgets together easily, more efficiently and more responsibly” Finally,
Dave closed and repeated, “The fire territory executive board and the territory want to make clear -- they are not attempting to obtain more
CAGIT dollars then they have historically been given, like to avoid receiving less CAGIT dollars then they have historically received, in short
this is NOT a money grab”.
With all the planning and brute force of a roller derby team, Gary, Robbie, Ashley, and Grant manage to break through the line of consensus
it took Dave Richardson and his team of experts more than 9 months to construct. Obliterating a common sense and historically accurate
agreement to split CAGIT tax revenues 50 / 50. A plan framed by people who are the subject matter experts--”the people whose job it is to do
this “and directed by law to offer workable solutions to the problem.
Here are a few of the evenings antics, which consumed greater than one hour of the town council’s time to discuss:
When Gary asked for a motion, no one spoke. Not receiving a motion, Gary opened the floor for comments. Unable to print the whole
discussion, I have included some notable quotes and summarized the discussion.
Gary asked what the townships are contributing from their GACIT revenues. Troy Wymer stated that currently the Townships do not give
CAGIT funds to the Fire Territory but do contribute a significant percentage of their revenue to the buildings upkeep. The Townships have
confirmed with the state that they can use a portion of their CAGIT dollars to help fund the Fire Territory. Dave Richardson said that although
the question of the Township contribution was valid, it had to be taken in context. The resolution is not about the amount of CAGIT dollars but
the percentage of CAGIT dollars given to the Territory. The Territory is asking for a stabilization of the percentage so they can more accurately
estimate their budget. They would be willing to ask that the Townships also give a percentage of CAGIT to the Fire Territory. However, just by
size and revenue stream 50% of Township CAGIT dollars is going to be smaller than 50% of the Town CAGIT revenues. Troy stated that the
Fire Territory is asking for a solution by resolution so that in 10 years the Town Council will have to discuss and vote to change that way the
Fire Territory is funded instead of just deciding to change the funding without any discussion. When asked by Gary Hood how the 50/50 split
would impact the Town budget, Grant answered that he would make it work.
Ashley Hobbs asked if the data gathering went back seven years which Richardson confirmed. She then voiced her concern that the resolution
contained the word “permanent”. She would be much more comfortable if the issue was looked at again in 3-5 years. Richardson answered
that it would be possible to build that into the solution and offered to take the word permanent out of the resolution.
Gary Hood then voiced his concerns. Gary stated that public safety is very important and needs to be funded. However, He wants to make sure
that the Townships are giving their fair share to the funding the Territory. He also objects to the word “permanent” and thinks that it would tie
the hands of later councils when laws change and he gave the example of the fixing of the property tax percentage. Lastly, he is still in favor of
a set dollar amount instead of a percentage.
At this point Rob Kendall, as if awakened from a nine month medically induced coma, proposed to table the resolution for two weeks so that
more discussions could occur between all interested parties. At this point, Richardson strongly objected to the motion stating “I would oppose
tabling we’ve had this for 9 months. I’ve tried to get it in front of us two or three different times over the period of nine months. And it has
always been well I need time to think about it, or I want more time to look at it, or collect more information, or talk to the clerk treasurer’ it has
been nine months gentlemen.”
Rob Kendall replies to Dave’s assertion dollars lost to the budgets-- “Dollars lost, I always think that is an interesting phrase because 72% of
voters in this state voted to install property tax caps. So I don’t think the money is lost, we’ve talked about this at length before, they know right
where it is it’s in their pockets”. (I’m sorry Rob you speak as if this were a crime, voters were attempting to send a clear message to elected
and hired government officials. Property owners were tired of unending tax increases, perhaps government officials should start focusing their
chartered obligations and start living within their means. By your comment and the conduct of the town council elected and hired government
servants were not listening- ed.) Dave Richardson replies, I am sure there are many towns who have lost more
... continued on page 5
monies as a result of tax caps, I’m not sure how this is relevant.
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continued from pg 4 Gary asked if someone had a dollar amount to propose. At this point Chief Brown came to the podium stating that

a fixed amount is not really doable. In 2014, the percentage of CAGIT is 2.6million and the projection for 2015 is
2.3-2.4 million dollars which is a loss of around 200,000 dollars. The Chief also explained that the current budget
has a 2% raise for employees which they have not had a raise in 6 years and the Fire Territory increasing their contribution to health care costs.
He stated to try and set a fixed number during the meeting was not possible and he would rather see the percentage approach which would
allow him to more easily account for rising costs. Chief Brown also mentioned the 50/50 seem like a common sense first step, it also allowed
for the accumulation of historical data, when combined with UMBAUGH’s experience together it would be used to determine if the fix budget
proposal were feasible. On the surface, the 50/50 approach satisfied the yearning of some council members had for more information, while
taking advantage of clearly obvious short term gains. In short, allowing everyone additional time to make a more informed decisions regarding
next steps.
Rob again tries to table the motion and this time gets a second from Gary Hood. Before it can come to a vote, Richardson again objects to
tabling the motion for another two weeks. Gary stated that he was opposed to passing a resolution for a percentage basis and states that no one
is prepared to give a fixed amount at the meeting.
At this point Don Spencer says “And I agree with tabling it as a valid first step if I trusted this council to take that step. Quite frankly gentleman
and Ashley I don’t trust this council as a whole to take that step. Unfortunately we are trending toward an attitude against public safety that
doesn’t’ allow for continued conversation to Dave’s point and Troy’s point this has been on our minds for a year. Two weeks, three weeks
four weeks, six weeks turns into nine months turns into a year, and we’ve done nothing to support one of our public safety departments
when we had an opportunity to do so. I would be willing to table it, did that a lot at the planning commission level, I trusted the guys that
I served with on that planning commission; I don’t trust this council to continue this conversation. That’s why I am not going to support a
continuance.”Dave Richard followed up and said “I am also opposed to tabling because I believe in good faith sincerely that we have the
information in front of us to make a decision.”
The motion to table the resolution until April 24th was brought to a vote and passed 3-2.
Fast forwarding to the April 24th Town Council meeting, discussions on this tabled itemopened with the all the camaraderie one expects to see
from people who jointly completed a two week primitive extreme team building retreat. It was all smiles and handshakes, a sense of relief,
accomplishment, and new found optimism filled the air…. it’s a great time to be a government servant. Endless pontifications heaping praise
on one another were read into the public record! “It is finished!” Was their message!
We’ve agreed to a 51 / 49 split in the CAGIT Tax revenue stream between the town and the fire territory. It’s an agreement we all can live
with......
Don Spencer voice of dissent, speaking from the position of common sense and reason asked why Grant only used 5 years of data when Dave
Richardson’s numbers were based on 7 years of data. By using only 5 years Grant gets the 51/49 split instead of the 50/50 split that was
requested. Grant replied he “used numbers available only to myself”. Don expressed he was uncomfortable with the process employed, the
council had circumvented formal and official recommendations from the fire territory executive board that still stands at 50/50, that board and
this council should make this decision.. Don commended the efforts of all those involved, and wished it would have happened a long time ago.
Don went on to explain he was disappointed in the level of involvement of some of his colleagues on the council with regard to this, voices that
were largely absent through most of the process. Something of this importance gives everyone the opportunity to weigh in, roll up their sleeves
and get down to work. This just didn’t seem to be the case. However, Don sees improvement and everyone is going in the right direction, but
we’re just not there yet. In conclusion, Don said his view is the official recommendation is still 50 / 50, although this has been somewhat of a
compromise to 51/49.
Gary Hood comments in response to Don’s points quoting “We’ve heard many times from up here that we need to listen to the experts, you
need to listen to the people whose job it is to do this, and we have listened to the experts I believe. Grant Kleinhenz is the manager of the town;
Chief Brown is in charge and the fire chief in charge of the fire territory. And I think they are the experts, and I think that is what we have in
front of us. So I am in support of it.”Gary Hood calls for a vote, the motion passes unanimously.

... continued on page 7
Color Me !

How many words can you make from “American Flag”?
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Police Department Monthly Report – Highlights by Chief Mike Dove
Sgt. Andy Watts Achieves Master Instructor Designation
On Monday, October 28th, 2013 Sgt. Andy Watts and Major Grimes were
notified that Sgt. Watts had been selected by the ILETB Master Instructor
Committee to receive the distinction of Master Instructor. This process had
been going for almost two years and included various aspects of instruction
under an assigned mentor. Major Grimes was advised that on November 6th
Sgt. Watts was to be presented the distinction at the annual Trainers Meeting
held at ILEA. Currently, Sgt. Watts has joined the ranks of 53 others in the
State of Indiana who hold the title of Master Instructor. To Sgt. Watts, this
distinction is personally humbling, and to the Brownsburg Police Department
this distinction will be invaluable to BPD’s training program in terms of documentation and credibility. Over half of ILETB Master Instructors are working
at the Indiana law enforcement academy or other police academy. He is an
invaluable asset to BPD.
Please take a moment to visit the BPD Facebook page and thank Andy for
obtaining this difficult certification and thank all members of BPD for their
tireless efforts to keep our community safe.

Officer Jennifer Pyatt-Barrett promoted to Captain
During Mike Dove's monthly police report to the Town Council on April 24,
2014, he announced Jennifer Pyatt-Barrett's promotion to the rank of Captain
and the Commander of the Investigations Division. Captain Barrett began
her employment with the Brownsburg Police Department in 2000. She has
developed into an outstanding investigator. Captain Barrett has focused on
developing new techniques for apprehending criminals who commit crimes
against children. Using her techniques, she has worked with the Indiana
Attorney General Office, the United States Attorney General Office and
several other local prosecutors to put child predators in prison. She has also
developed protocols on how to conduct prostitution investigations which
have been adopted by Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department. She is
definitely leading the way not only with the County but the State and also
several parts of the Midwest on how we do conduct proper investigations in
both child crimes and prostitution rings.
Chief Dove said he recently attended a national crime against children
conference, in San Jose, California, to an audience composed of Deputy
Attorney Generals and United States Attorney Generals. The Attorney General
of the United States highlighted five cases across the country as best practice
studies showing the effectiveness of new techniques, networking and working
together, and the results. One of those five cases showcased our own Captain
Barrett. Using her own techniques, she identified an online predator which
resulted in arrests in over fifteen states and a couple of other countries.
Since the formation of Chief Dove's administration, Captain Barrett has been the Brownsburg Police Department’s Public Information Officer.
Chief Dove stated that she does a great job networking with local media and does an outstanding job putting the information out for our
Department, making the department look good. More importantly Chief Dove said she makes him look good as well. She represents the
Department and the Town of Brownsburg in an outstanding way.
Don Spencer joined in and said “I think it’s obvious the job you’ve done for the Department was exemplary and unparalleled. For those in
the room may not know how she got to where she is, it was good, hard work, exemplary performance, noticed by not only the Chief and his
executive staff but the Police Commission as a whole. Jennifer, we all really appreciate all that you do”.
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One would think a sense of balance and normalcy has returned to our little part of the world. However, if one looks past

continued from pg 5 this rice paper thin vale, there are extenuating circumstances that upon analysis, may cast this love fest in a different light.

How is it that Grant replied to a question from by Don Spencer said “ I used numbers available only to myself “ when Don
Spencer asked why he used 5 years of data vs. Dave Richardson numbers which he referenced he partnered with recognized leader UMBAUGH to
generate an accurate representation of the prior 7 years of history? Dave did quip “I did go back a few more years”. A plausible explanation is by using
different numbers over a shorter time frame provides the evidence needed to support the 51/49 split by clearly desired by the town. Don Spencer eluded
to this during his comments the way this matter was handled on April 24th.
What transparency into the process and negotiations were provided when the council asked the town manager Grant and Chief Bill Brown
to work this out behind closed doors? Why not an up or down vote of 50/50 right then and there? or allow the town to express their reasoning for the
51/49 spilt in open forum after public discussion and debate, amend the original ordinance to 51/49 and vote on that?
By not doing so, the actions taken by Gary, Robbie, Ashley and Grant denies the fire territory executive board, the chairman of the fire
Township Executive board (himself a fire fighter), Township Trustees and everyone else involved achieving one of their stated goals. This ordinance
was to increase transparency and improve efficiencies between all parties involved. As evidenced by their own conduct members of the council town
had no interest solving this issue in a transparent manner.
What did Grant say to Bill behind closed doors for Bill to change his position? On numerous occasions April 10th Bill spoke in favor of it;
giving evidence which supported it’s in both parties interest to pass the 50/50 ordinance as recommended unanimously by all available experts?
If they were experts on the 24th per Gary Hood (in response to Don Spencer’s dissenting voice) why did the council not listen to a larger
number of experts which had been working on the problem for greater than 9 months?
Many residents question, by removing any participation by the Fire Territory Executive Board, and replacing them with Grant, how one can rationalize
this constitutes utilizing all available experts to solve the problem.
In conclusion is it unrealistic to expect these people must grasp the concepts which are obvious to the casual observer. Job one is to provide
optimum funding to operate departments charged to ensure public safety. As noted by those closest to the situation, the steady decline in Fire Territory
funding, combined with increasing service demands places not only those charged with the oversight and administration, indeed the very firemen and
EMT’s themselves, of the Fire Territory in very precarious circumstances.
Those who closely monitor the actions of our elected government servants are unable to rationalize the motives of Gary, Ashley, Rob and
Grant’s actions; as there is no higher priority than funding public safety. Many town residents would like an explanation from those who voted to table
the 50/50 agreement, and those who later negotiated the 51/49 split. Why are cuts continuing to take place here, to the point funding levels are merely
adequate, we receive exemplary services from the men and women who serve the Fire Territory, why not provide them optimal funding....?

Brownsburg Sentinel -- Mission Statement
To foster a comprehensive community conversation, across multiple platforms, that will help readers, government officials,
constituents understand the issues most relevant to them and encourage them to form and share their own opinions, and act to effect
change if necessary within the bounds prescribed by law.

Editorial Approach
This publication will maintain an unwavering commitment to serving the Brownsburg community and surrounding area. We will
provide leadership in the form of intelligent reporting on information and issues of substance which effect the reader, and thought
provoking editorial insights.
Frequently within our publications there will be opining and calls to action — arguments to support or change a policy or practice
involving government, education, organizations of various types, or public and private civic leaders.

Specifically, this publication advocates for:
• First Amendment freedoms of speech, press, religion, petition and assembly, adamantly focusing on open government, freedom of
information issues and being the watchdog for the Brownsburg community and surrounding area.
• Aggressive oversight and public examination to ensure open, effective, accountable government at every level, favoring
collaboration and consolidation over growth in the size of government, and demanding transparent and responsible stewardship of tax
dollars.
• Advocating for town budgets which adhere to the town’s articles of incorporation that reduce or eliminate deficits and pay down the
town debt through a balanced strategy of reducing expenses and generating adequate revenue.
• Monitoring the actions of the Town of Brownsburg and Hendricks County regarding economic development, planning, zoning
functions and other boards and committees to ensure those strategies, policies, and actions benefit the entire Brownsburg community
and surrounding area resulting in more high-quality jobs for the city and region as a whole.
• Prudent reporting and oversight of Brownsburg School Corporation educational system to ensure that its policies, actions, and
budgetary expenditures are directed to nurture the full potential of every child; Continuing to closely monitor, report, and challenge
long-held assumptions about teaching and learning.
• Coverage of various community activities or human interest stories which instill a sense achievement and/or reinforce local,
regional, state and national, pride and patriotism.
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